Assignment 2

Week 2

The data is used to identify any potential improvements to the system.

Week 3

Which of the following life cycle models would be used to develop a product that is designed to be used in a museum setting?

-瀑布模型
-原型模型
-螺旋模型
-敏捷模型

Week 1

The prototyping model is concerned with which one of the following aspects of software development?

- Requirements analysis and specification
- Design
- Coding and testing
- Deployment

Week 20

Which of the following life cycle models is used to develop software for a museum setting?

-瀑布模型
-螺旋模型
-敏捷模型
-原型模型

Week 11

The prototyping model is concerned with which one of the following aspects of software development?

- Requirements analysis and specification
- Design
- Coding and testing
- Deployment

Week 10

We are developing a software product for a museum. Which of the following life cycle models is not suitable for this purpose?

-瀑布模型
-螺旋模型
-敏捷模型
-原型模型

Week 5

Which of the following life cycle models is used to develop software for a museum setting?

-瀑布模型
-螺旋模型
-敏捷模型
-原型模型

Week 1

The prototyping model is concerned with which one of the following aspects of software development?

- Requirements analysis and specification
- Design
- Coding and testing
- Deployment

Week 20

Which of the following life cycle models is used to develop software for a museum setting?

-瀑布模型
-螺旋模型
-敏捷模型
-原型模型